Abstract. Let $> and "# be minimal flows which are disjoint over their intersection. A dynamical interpretation is given of the groups H r
Introduction Let (K, X, T) be a bitransformation group where (X, T) is a minimal flow with compact phase space X and phase group T, and where K is a compact topological group. Then the flows (Z, T) 'between' (X, T) and (X/K, T)
are completely determined by the closed subgroups of K, and so a classification of the latter produces one of the former. This provides the basis for the introduction of the cohomology of groups into topological dynamics.
For example, let / be a closed normal subgroup of K, / x the set of closed subgroups S of K with K =J • S (semidirect product) and L e / x . Then it is known that / x is in one-one correspondence with Z X (L, J) and H l (L, J) represents J ± /R where L\ = L 2 (mod R) if L 2 = aL\a~l for some a e /.
The dynamical interpretation of the preceding statement is best given in terms of algebras (or equivalently pointed flows) where the connection between flow and subgroups is precise (see [1] ).
Thus let if be an almost periodic extension of si with S normal in A, C a r-closed normal subgroup of A with S^C, C x the set of closed normal subgroups N of A with CN = A and CnN = S, and fleC The dynamical interpretation becomes even more transparent when there exists a cocycle <r on si to A/S such that <€ = ext (si, a) and SB = per (5^, a). In this case the various elements of # x may be obtained from ^ by perturbing it by the set of a-cocycles on si to C/S (see 3.12).
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After considering H l (L, J) it is natural to enquire into H
(L, J).
In order to apply the standard theory one must assume that / is abelian. Then a 2-cocycle / on L to / induces a new group structure (K, f) on K. (For the sake of simplicity I avoid topological considerations at this point.)
There are now two problems: (1) define an action of (K, f) on X; and (2) define a new action of T on X which commutes with the new action of K.
It turns out that there is a natural way to solve (1) (5.3) and that in many cases (for example when T = Z) (2) may be accomplished by perturbing the original flow on AT.
In discussing the dynamical interpretation of H 1 the algebraic point of view is convenient but not essential. However, the situation is different with respect to H 2 . The reason is that the link between the new group structure (K, f) and the new flow produced in answer to (2) is provided by the group of the latter. Reverting to the 'algebraic' terminology introduced above and denoting this flow by Jf and its group by N, it turns out that there is an injective map Y from A/N into A/S( = K) such that the new group structure (A/S, f) is obtained by carrying over the group structure 
The cohomology H(L,J)
In this section the purely algebraic aspects of the situation will be discussed. The material is well known in the context of group theory and I include it for the sake of completeness. Since the proofs are standard I shall omit them. The interested reader may consult [5] or supply them himself since they are quite straightforward. A word of caution, however: the groups considered in this section come provided with a topology so that the subgroups involved are closed and the cocycles considered are continuous.
(2.1) Standing notation. Henceforth K will denote a compact topological group, / a closed normal subgroup of K and L a fixed element of J ± , the set of closed subgroups S of K such that K is the semidirect product of / and 5. Thus K =J + S and JnS = {0}. (It is convenient to write the group operation in K additively although K need not be abelian.) 
The dynamical interpretation
Here the results of § 2 will be used to discuss a situation which occurs frequently in topological dynamics. Since C = 9 W is normal in A, <€$ = <€ (/3 eB = 9(39)). Hence <<? and 38 are disjoint over their intersection [1, 18.9] .
• 
where n:A/S^B/S is the canonical homomorphism. Then 13 is cohomologous to <r(mod si). Proof. Let 8a and 5/8 be the functions corresponding to a and (3 respectively (see [2] and [3] ). Then 8P(a) = ir(8o-(a)) {a sA).
Let a=cb with c € C and b eB.
since c e ker 8a. The proof is completed.
• Lemma 3.5 implies that <€ = ext (si, /3) and 53 = per (Sf, /3). Hence we may assume that cr is a cocycle on si to B/S. The cocycle a produces a new flow (x, t)-*x°f = a(x\si, i)~lxt:\y\x.T-*\9\ and |S8| may be identified with the subset {x o°p \p e M}; where x o = u\Sf is the base point of (|SP|, T). Here M is a fixed minimal subset of the flow (J3T, T) (see [1] ). In order to avoid confusion I shall denote the set {xo°p\peM} by W.
The group A/S acts on \&\ via the map (aS, pffl-taplSf-.A/Sx]?]-*]^.
I shall denote aS by a and ax by ax (a e A, x e |5^|) when there is no chance of confusion. Also x\M will be denoted by x(x e \Sf\). (5) and (6) shows that C/S acts on W and that W/C is = \st\. However as (1) 
shows, (C/S, W, T) is in general not a bitransformation group. In their paper [4] Keynes and Newton consider a similar situation. There a-is a constant cocycle and what corresponds to (XV, T) is called a <r-extension of {\st\, T).
(2) The transformation group (A/S, \¥\) may be viewed as a principal bundle over \s£\. Then (5) and (6) show that W provides a reduction of the group of this bundle to C/S. There is then a cross-section of the canonical map from \9'\/C/S-*\si\. By examining the groups of the flows involved, one sees that
. Consequently, B/S acts on |"g| and \si\ = I^j/B/S. The existence of a cross-section of the map |^| -» |^| implies that topologically |^| = B/S x \s&\. The cross-section also induces a cocycle on si to B/S (see [2] ) which a straightforward computation reveals to be cr. 
-cocycle on si to C/S is a continuous function p : \s&\ x T -* C/S such that p(x, ts) = p(x, t) + cr(x, t) • p(xt, s) {x e \s4\, t, s e T). The set of o--cocycles on si to C/S will be denoted by Z«(si, C/S). (Written multiplicatively, p(x, ts) = p(x, t)cr(x, t)p(xt, s)a(x, t)~\)
One may use a to define an action of
Then the definition given above coincides with the usual one in the cohomology of groups (see, for example, [5] ).
A cr-coboundary on si to C/S is then a cocycle y of the form, y(
x, t) = f(x) -o-(x,t)-f(xt) for some continuous function / on \si\ to C/S. The set of cr-coboundaries is denoted by B a {si, C/S).
The reason for the introduction of o--cocycles is that they may be used to perturb the flow (W
, T). Thus letp e Z^si, C/S) and* • t = {p(x, t)~lx)t {x<=W,te T). Then it is easy to verify that the map (x, t) -> x • t: W x T -* W defines an action of T on W. The resulting flow will be denoted by (W p , T).
A computation similar to the one involved in (1) of (3.6) shows that
(ax) • t = ((a(x, t)p(x, ty 1 ) • a)(x • t) (x e W, a e C,teT). (3.9) PROPOSITION. LetpeZA^, C/S). Then (W p , T) is an almost periodic extension of (|j#|, T).
Proof. Let a be an index on W. We must find an index /3 on W such that if (x, y) € /? with x\si = y \ s i t h e n (x • t, y • t)ea (t&T).
If this were impossible, there would exist a net of indices /?" converging to the diagonal A, a net {x n , y n ) with x n \s£ = y n 1-^ and (x m y n )e@ n for all n and a net t n with (x n • t n ,y n -t n )fta for all n.
Let y n = c n x n with c n e C. Then, by the compactness of the various spaces involved, we may assume that lim x n = z = lim y n , c n ->c, o-(x n ,t)->b, p(x n , In) ' 1 -*d, and
C/S). Then per (W,p) will denote the T-algebra corresponding to the pointed flow (els {x 0 • t\te T}, x 0 ) «= (W p , T). By (3.9) per {W, p)
is an almost periodic extension of si.
°aeZ a (s&, C/S) and z °o-+ aeZ{si,A/S) (zeZ(B/S,C/S)). (2) per(W, z°cr) = per(^, z°o-+ o-) (z eZ(B/S, C/S)). (3) 9(per (9>, z»tr + tr)) = {a e A\z{aB/S) = aC/S). (4) The maps z^z°o-:Z(B/S,C/S)^Z <T (s£,CIS) and Z^Z°<T + (T: Z(B/S, C/S)-+Z(si,A/S)
are injective.
Proof. 
-cocycle on L to J. (Here v :K -* L is the map such that -rr(a) = ah, where a = aJ + aL (a € K).)
The group structure determined by the 2-cocycle / will be denoted (K, / ) . 
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(L,J). Then f and h are cohomologous (i.e. f-heB (L,J)) if and only if there exists an isomorphism <f> of (K,f) onto (K,h) such that<f>(x) = x (xeJ) and TT(<£(*)) = •""(*) (xeK).
Proof. The relation between the isomorphism <t> and the function g required in definition 4.1 is given by <f>(x) = g(x) + x (xeL). D
The dynamical interpretation ofH 2 (B/S, C/S)
The situation is again that of § 3 with the additional assumption that C/S is abelian.
Let feZ 2 (B/S,C/S).
Then, as in §4, a new topological group (A/S,f) is produced. A natural question to ask is whether one can define an action of (A/5, / ) on \Sf\ with quotient \s#\ such that the group of the resultant bundle can be reduced to C/S.
It turns out that this can be done (see 5. 3). However, the resulting action need not commute with the action of T on \Sr°\. Consequently, one seeks to perturb the latter in such a way as to obtain again a bitransformation group.
Perturbation suggests cocycles and an investigation shows that the relevant ones are the so called S-cocycles, Z B (% C/S) on <£ to C/S (see 5.4).
Finally, it is shown how a 5-cocycle, p, on *# to C/S determines a 2-cocycle on B/S to C/S and how the new group structure on A/S is related to the group of the flow (5.1) Notation. For the remainder of this section / will denote a fixed element of Z 2 
(B/S, C/S), a 1 @a 2 =f(Sa-(ai), 8<r(a 2 )) + ai + a 2 , and a *x = (f(8cr(a), 8o-(x)) + a)x=f(S<r(a), Scr(x))(ax) (a u a 2 , a eA/S, xe\<f\). (Recall that
Proof. By (3.6), 8cr(y) = 0. Hence 8cr(x) = 8cr(ay) = 8o-(a) + 8cr(y) = 8o-(a) and a *x = (f(8a(a), 8a(x)) + a)x = (f(8a(a), 8<r(a)) + a)( a y) = (f(8<r(a),8o-(a)) + a+a)y = (a®a)y.
• Now let a *x = x. Then (a ®a)y = ay, whence a ©a = a and a = 0.
(
1) c *x = (c®a)y = (c+a)y = c(ay) = cx(ce C/S), by (2) of (4.2). (2) Uxe W, thena*x = (a®0)x = ax (a eA/S), by (5.2).
• The next step is to produce an action of T on |5^| which commutes with the action of (A/S, f) defined in (5.3). Since the group structure on C/S induced by / coincides with the original group structure and the action of C/S on \Sf\ is unchanged, it is natural to seek an action of T such that the canonical map of \Sf\ onto \<€\ will be a homomorphism. This is equivalent to finding a cocycle p on <€ to C/S, i.e. an element of Z(% C/S), and using it to perturb the original flow on \6P\.
It turns out that not all the elements of Z(<£, C/S) arise in this way (i.e. by varying /), only the so-called B-cocycles. It is convenient for expository purposes to study these objects before studying / further. 
d8p(8a(a), 8a(x))-a • 8p(x) + 8p(ax) = 5• 8p<fi)-a • 8p(P)-8p(b+0) + 8p(a R. Ellis Since b-a=c and C/S is abelian, b • 8p((S) = a • 8p{fS). Also 5p(a+/?) = 8p(c + b + 0) = 8p(c) + 8p(b + (3). Consequently, d8p{8cr(a),8o-(x))-a • 8p{x) + 8p(ax) = 8p(c) + 8p(b) = 8p(a).
The proof is completed.
• (5.8) LEMMA.
Let p€Z B (^,C/S) and Y:A^(A/S,d8p) such that Y(a) = -8p(a) + d (aeA). Then Y isahomomorphismsuchthatY(C)<^C/Sandk&xY<^C. Moreover, Y is onto if and only if Y(C) = C/S. Proof. Since 8p(A) <= C/S, Y(C) <= C/S.
Let a\, a 2 eA.
Thus (x) (a e A, xeM) .
f) = 8p{x)~\x\^) (xeM), and Y:A->A/S such that Y(a) = -8p(a) + d. Then <f>((x\Jf)t) = <Hx) • t = P (x,t)~1((x\Sf)t)(xeM,teT) and <t>(ax\Jf) = Y(a) Q<f>
Proof. The map </ > is just the identification map p\N->x 0 • p = 8p(p)~1(p\Sf) (see section 5 of [2] ). Hence <p is a transformation group monomorphism of (|^V|, T) into By (5.8), N is a normal subgroup of A and, by [2] , N is the group of the flow.^V.Hence<f>(a(x\Jf)) = <f>{ax\Jf) = 5p(ax)"
On
the other hand, Y(a)Q <t>(x\^) = Y(a)Q (8p(xy 1 x\y)=(d8p{8o-(Y(a)), 8o-(8p(x)' 1 x\^)) + Y(a)-8p(x))(x\y). Since r(a) = -5p(a) + a and 8p(a), Sp(x)e C/S, 8a-(Y(a)) = 8o-(a) and 8o-(8p(x)~1x) = 8<r(x). Hence r(a)0(/.(jc|^V) = (dSp(S<r{a),S<r(x))-Sp(a)-a • 5pU) + a)U|^) = (-5p(ax) + a)(x|^).
Consequently, r(fl) 0 </ > (x |V) = <f> (a(x \Jf)) . D 
) commutes with the action of (A/S, dSp) on \Sf\. (2) The pair (Y, </>) is a bitransformation group monomorphism of (A/N, \Jf\, T) into ((A/S, dSp),\y\p,T). (3) <f> is onto if and only if Y is onto.
Proof. (l)Let U be the image of <f>, and let a e A, x e |.
/V|andf e T. Since (ax)t = a(xt), (T(a)Q4>(x)) • t = ct>{ax) • t = 4>((ax)t) = (/>(a{xt)) = r(a)Q(f,(xt) = T(a)®(<f>(x) • t).
Hence (I>)©y) • t = r ( a ) 0 ( y • t) (a e A, y e U, t e T).
, since 5p(a) e C/S. On the other hand, T(a)0(y • t) = (-8p(a) + a)Q(y • t) = 8p(a)~l(aQ{y • t) ) (as above).
Hence (aOy)-t = aQ(y • t) (aeA, y eU, teT).
Let x e \SP\. Then, since U covers \sd\, there exist a eA,y eU with j : = a 0 y . Then
O (a Q (y • t)) = a O ((a (D y) • t) = a O (x • t).
(2) This is just (5.9). On the other hand, if F is onto, <f> maps the fibre over the base point of \s4\ onto itself. Since </ > is a r-homomorphism and (|^|, T) is minimal, < A is onto.
•
The following result from the algebraic theory of minimal flows will be useful (see 12.12 of [1] ). 
(5.12) PROPOSITION. Let (H, X, T) be a bitransformation group with (X, T) minimal, & = a\ {XIH, y 0 ), S£ = al (X, x 0 ), T the map from F = g(^) to H such that Y(a)(x 0 ) = x o a (aeF) and <f> the map p\^f-*x o p: \!£\->X(peM). Then the pair (F,4>) is a bitransformation group isomorphism of (F/L, |J?|, T) onto (H,X, T).
4>(ax) = 8p(ax)~1(ax\y) = (-Sp(ax) + a)(x[Sr). A/so 4>(ax) = T(a) * <fi(x) = (f{Sa(T{a)), 8o-(<J>(x)) + r(a))<f>(x).
Since ( To this end set x • t = f(8a(x), a{x, t))xt. Then
a*(x-t) = (f(Sa(a), 8a(xt)) + a +f(Str(x), <r(x, t)))xt = (f(8<r(a), 8<r{xt)) + a • f(Sa(x), <T(X, t)) + a)xt, and (a*x)-t = (f(So-(a), Sa(x)) + a)x • t = (f(Sa{ax),cr(x,t))+f(Scr{a),So-{x)) + a)xt.
Since a • c = 8a{a) • c, 8<r(ax) = oa(a) + So-(x) and a{x, t) = -So-{x) + Sa(xt), the preceding equations and the fact that/isa2-cocycle imply that(a*x) • t = a*(x • t).
• (5.15) PROPOSITION. Let T be free, al(o-) = R, and feZ
(B/S,C/S). Then there exists p € Z B (% C/S) with dSp=f. Proof. Since 8a induces a homomorphism of T into B/S [2], the map {t, c) -» 8a{t) • c of T x C/S into C/S defines an action of T on C/S.
A straightforward computation shows that the map (t\,t 2 )-* f(8o-(h), 8a{t 2 )): T x T->C/S is a 2-cocycle on T to C/S (see [5] ).
Since T is free, this map is a coboundary, i.e. there exists w.T^C/S with fiSo-ih), 8<r{t 2 )) = dw(t u t 2 ) = 8o-(h) • w{t 2 )-w{h t 2 ) + w(h) and w(0) = 0 [5] .
We may extend w to fiT and, by continuity, obtain 
f(8cr(x),8o-{y)) = 8o-(x)-w(y)-w(xy) + w(x) (x,y
Now set p(x, t) = -w{x) + w(xt) = -w(x)+ w(x) + 8o-(x) • w(t)-f(8o-(x), 8<r(t)) = &r(jc) • w(t) -f(8a(x), 8<r(t)). This shows that
implies (2). Let p(x, t) = Sa(x) • y(x, t) with yeZ«($i,C/S),
and let aeA/S,xe |^|.Thena(
t))(axt) and (ax) • t = p(ax, t)~\axt) = (-p(ax, t))(axt). Now p(ax, t) = Sa{ax) • y(ax, t) = (8o-(a) + 8cr(x)) • y(x, t) = So-(a) • (8<r(x) • y(x, t) = a-p(x, t).
(2) implies (3) by (5.13) with / • 0.
. Thus y defines a continuous function from |^| x T to C/S. The verification that y is a cr-cocycle is straightforward. The proof is completed.
• The map A is clearly a homomorphism and its kernel is the image of $ by (5.18).
The proof of (5.19) together with (5.14) implies: 
Let i j e i m^. Then TJ(X, t) = Scr(x) • g(a(x, t)) (xe\^\,teT)
where g e Z(B/S, C/5).Then rj e im <t>andSTJ =g°8<r. Since So-(c) = 0 (c e C), 77 €fl(<£, C/S). Consequently, 77 € im <$>nBC$, C/S). Now P ( 1 7 ) = 5T7°CT, i.e.
P(n)(x,t) = Sri(tr{x,t)) = g(S<r(tr(x,t)) = g(<r(x,t)) = •q{x, t) (8o-(b) = b (beB/S)). Thus P(-q) = TJ.
This shows that P is onto and that P 2 = P. Let p(x, t) = <5o-(x) • y(jc, t) with y e^(.stf, C/S) then / J (p)(x, 0 = 8p(o-(x, t)) = 8y{a(x,t)) = 0.
On the other hand, let p(x, t) = 8cr(x) • y(x, t) be in B(<<?, C/5) with P(p) = 0. Then 8p = 8y implies 5y(c) = 0 (c 6 C) (since p € B(«, C/5)) and 8y(b) = 0(beB) (since image of a is B/5 and 8y{o-(x,t)) = 8p(a(x,t)) = P(p)(x,t) = 0). Hence ye g, C/5). The proof is completed.
• 6. Concluding remarks First I should like to discuss a simple example in order to illustrate some of the ideas in § § 3 and 5. Let us begin with the minimal flow (\si\, a) where \si\ is the set of reals mod 1 and a denotes the map y^*y+a: \s£\-*\s&\ with a irrational.
Let a be the cocycle on si to Z 2 given by the constant map y -* 1: \sd\ -* Z 2 . Then the flow <£ = ext {si, o-) is given by the map (a, y)->(a + 1, y + a): Z 2 x\si\^> Z 2 x\si\.
The flow 38 will be a cr -extension of si. To construct it let / denote the underlying topological group of \sd\ and <f> a continuous map from \si\ to / such that the flow ( / x |^| , y) is minimal, where (k, y)y = (<f>(y)-k, y+a)(keJ,y e\si\). (Many such </ > exist, see [4] .)
